The History of the Aquarian Promotional Stands 1975 to date (40+ Years)
It all began in 1972 when I built and looked after the display aquariums at the
entrance to Pedigree Petfoods, Melton Mowbray…

In 1973 I was given the Aquarian project (then S70) and the range was launched
on 14th July 1975 at the Harrogate Pet Trade Show…

Advertising Aquarian® was needed, so a display of the range was made on a stand
at Trade Shows around the UK, in addition to the Thomas’s range of pet products …

This became an exclusively Aquarian display by 1976 and I attended with Thomas’s
Marketing Manager and the sales associates …

… and so the era of the Aquarian Stands began!

Over 1977 and 1978 the Trade Stands continued but additionally stands were
built at Fish Club shows – especially the National ones such as the British Aquarist
Festival, the Yorkshire Aquarist Festival and the Federation of British Aquatic
Societies. These attracted 10,000 or more visitors over a weekend …

Stands were attended either alone or with the Thomas’s associates …

By 1979 the Aquarian Stand was featured at many fish shows – both National and
Local ones…

The children were grown-up and
left home so Dot joined me on
these trips – the Aquarian Stand
became the Dot & Dave Show.

The Three Rivers Show in Sunderland in
1979, helping me.

Sometimes with Thomas’s people too.
This was at Doncaster Racecourse in 1979 …

A Winner.
The advertising agency was QED, headed by Trevor Leech, who designed adverts
for Aquarian with photos of the show winners, recruited by Dot & Dave…

Another Winner.

This ‘Best in Show’ winner at the Federation of Northern Aquarium Societies annual
show ‘The British Aquarist Festival’ in Belle Vue, Manchester. I interview and Dot
persuades whoever to be photographed – passed to Trevor for another advert.

Just one of hundreds of winners who
were prepared to sponsor Aquarian in
advertising in ‘The Aquarist &
Pondkeeper’ and ‘Petfish Monthly’
(which became ‘Practical Fishkeeping’).

A complete range of these ads can be
seen elsewhere on this website.

The Yorkshire Association of Aquarist Societies held their ‘Yorkshire Aquarist
Festival’ in Doncaster Racecourse each year for decades. An Aquarian Stand was
present in every one of those years. Originally a two-day show with thousands of
visitors. A smaller annual Show in Scotland was at Motherwell – we were there.

The Open Shows by local fish clubs (there were 300 in the UK in the 1980s)
required a smaller, portable stand. I manned these, usually including a lecture to
the society on the development of Aquarian. In those days a slide projection.
Over the decades every such club was visited, at least once.

The Aquarian Brand by Thomas’s (part of the Mars Group – it eventually became
‘Mars Fishcare’ and the Thomas’s unit became ‘Mars Petcare’) started exporting the
product to other Mars Units with labels printed in German, French, Spanish etc.
Hence the Aquarian Stand (and me) were sent to other countries …

At a French Trade Show with the Mars Unit ‘Unisabi’ in 1980

Above I am setting-up the Aquarian Stands at the Mars German Unit, EFFEM GmbH,
in their InterZoo exhibition in the 1980s. The QED-designed equipment was loaded
on a van and myself plus a driver motored via Hull – Rotterdam ferry, then to
Rüdesheim, over several years. With petfish for the aquariums too – needed lots of
paperwork for customs!

The Aquarian Advisory Service was busy (I was receiving thousands of letters a
year) and QED published leaflets and booklets to help answer them. The Marketing
Manager (Ron Hillcoat) produced Aquarian Promotional Merchandising – hence
these were given away on the Aquarian Stands …

Lots of winners recruited at the Shows were also presented with these promotions
which proved so popular, the aquarists no longer needed to be persuaded to appear
in our advertising – they requested it!

It was 1981 and I was given a new project by Mars – to develop a range of dog &
cat products in Spain. Dot & I moved to Porriño in Galicia and worked at Frigoloro
SA to make the Spanish Petfood Range distributed by Mars España in Madrid. This
took two years.
But the Aquarian Stands
continued in the UK, with the
editor of The Aquarist &
Pondkeeper, John Dawes (and
his wife Vivian) manning them
and he handled the Aquarian
Advisory Service too.
The Aqualab was manned by
several technicians who
helped John at the shows –
here is one, Dave Sampson,
with John Dawes (on the right) on a stand at the Federation of British Aquatic
Societies’ London Show in 1982.

With the Spanish project completed,
I returned to the UK and resumed
my role as Head of the Aquarian
Laboratory (Aqualab).
The Aquatic Press announced it!
I started developing the Atlantis
Range (equipment for the aquarist)
in the Aqualab and resumed
handling the Aquarian Advisory
Service. Also attended the Aquarian
Stands – but we retained John &
Vivian Dawes to help, so all of us
appeared on the stands in the later
80’s …

Me

John

Vivian

Dot

the ideal team!

28th April 1985 the Atlantis Range of aquatic equipment was launched at the
Harrogate Trade Show …

Hence, this product was added to the Aquarian Stand displays by QED …

After so many years building stands at various fish shows it was decided by the
Brand Manager (Ron Hillcoat) to launch our own Fish Show. Called the AFE,

the ‘Aquarian Fishkeeping Exhibition’, it was a weekend show at Kempton Park
Racecourse in 1984 and 1985, moving to Sandown Racecourse in 1986 to 1989.

Many Aquarian Stands were designed over the five years, the first one had a giant
tank with Piranha and a human skeleton dressed in pirate clothes …

The skeleton was real (permissible in those days) and it had to be rescued because
the Piranha started to eat the bones!

Again, it became the Aquarian – Atlantis Stand.
Lots of installation time and effort needed …

But the most innovative stand, designed by QED, was the ‘Learning Maze’. A
portable Home filled with aquariums, starting with a Goldfish Bowl and ending with
a Coral Reef Aquarium, with captions explaining how to set them up.

Crowds (by the hundreds) walked through and at the exit each was given a
Beginners’ Guide by the Dot or Dave team…

The Learning Maze was so successful it was used at other Shows too.

It meant a lot of work, setting-up every tank with attractive, healthy fish, then
dismantling after each show ended.
But a labour of love…

An addition, one year had a
‘Living Room with Aquarium’ scene …

In 1986 the Aquarian Learning Maze
was installed in the Blackpool Tower
Aquarium for a week-long show,
manned by the Dot & Dave team.

The AFE era ended in 1989 because of management changes at Mars. New
management decided to revert to a food-only format, so the Atlantis range was
withdrawn. The Learning Maze was dismantled but parts were used on Pedigree
Petfoods stands at trade shows. The display was again an ‘Aquarian Stand’.

This was Crufts in 1989 – Aquarian sales were then actually greater than Chum!

The start of the 1990s saw a replacement for Atlantis by an Aquarian Range of
aquatic accessories – all added to the Aquarian Stand.

1990 also saw the start of the Leading Aquarist Club and the AquaChamp
Competition …

These competitions were carried out on the Aquarian Stands at the many shows
over the next 10 years, with an annual Final at some hotel venue. With a meal and
free drinks!
Also in the 90s there were several TV appearances in which I appeared with an
Aquarian Stand in the background, of course …

Setting-up a background aquarium – plus the Aquarian Stand – in a BBC and ITV
studio, ready for the TV interview.

The make-up
girl powders
my shiny nose
before the
show starts!

The Aquarian Stand also appeared in the Ideal Home Exhibition at Earls Court …

At other 90s Ideal Homes Exhibition, an
aquarium was installed in one of the Show
Homes – with a pot of Aquarian (and Dot with
Beginners Guides).
So a kind of mini-stand.

Also in the 90s the Aquarian Painting Competition was launched on the Aquarian
Stands to involve young people in the hobby. Dot ran this for many years.

Painting on the Aquarian Stand

… and judging

At this time, I retired from Thomas’s but remained a Consultant to Mars (which
became Mars Fishcare eventually) and so, released from Aqualab Research, was
free to tour other countries to promote Aquarian as a World brand. France,
Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, but mainly USA to help Mars USA sell Aquarian.

A promotional tour of USA, 14 flights, 18 Fish Club lectures.

The Aquarian Stand was created at each venue – a small display of the range.

Florida was not included, but this was toured in 1990 because Mars decided the
American Aquatic company Mardel should distribute our products in America.
Hence the Aquarian Stand became a Mardel stand, with my lecture to the very large
Fish Clubs in Florida …

The Aquarian Stand was often associated with famous people and events. On the
stand in a Germany visit is the famous aquarist Heiko Bleher …

Sometimes just a poster. This was the opening of Chester Zoo’s refurbished
Aquarium, that we sponsored.

Above – Blackpool Tower celebrated its 100 years in 1994. The tower was painted
gold and I gave a series of lectures on fishkeeping in the Blackpool Aquarium. That
is the Curator Arthur Ruffel on the Aquarian Stand that was part of the celebrations.

It was in 1990 that John Dawes left us (to become CEO of the International Aquatic
Trade) and his replacement was well-known aquarist Dr David Sands – with his wife
Jane – another team.

We worked together at the Show (here at BAF 1994) for many years.

The same portable stand was used universally – here at YAF 1994.

But QED still produced other formats – here at Chester Zoo in 1995.

This version was at Pontins Holiday Camp, Weston Super Mare, for the FBAS.

… and at an FBAS Show on the Isle of Wight.

In 1996 David Sands left us (to work with dogs rather than fish) and Dr Peter
Burgess joined us – another famous aquatic author. Another team, which will work
well for many more years.

Major Agricultural Shows were attended – above are installations at the Town &
Country Show at Stoneleigh. These stands were more about recruiting visitors to
the hobby. Thousands attended these Shows … we went to Stoneleigh over a
decade.

Additionally, the Dot & Dave Team visited aquarium shops – here we are at the Pet
City group’s shops in Scotland and Birmingham.
Also shopping malls, if there was an aquatic shop …

… plus high street pet shops.

I became President (or just an
honorary member) of many
aquatic societies. Which meant I
attended their annual Open Show –
but always with the Aquarian Stand.
This was the Midland Koi
Association’s annual show
in the 90s. Dot manned the stand
whilst I, as President, handed out
the prizes.

One notable consequence of all the notoriety was that I was invited to open a new
pet centre at Harrods in London. I cut the ribbon for the franchise owner, seen
here with me – but attended with an Aquarian Stand, of course!

Not all venues were so momentous – this one, by the toilets, was on the
Isle of Wight 1991.

Another visit to FBAS in Pontins 1995 – note how often the Aquarian Stand also
included a furnished aquarium. A water-polishing kit to ensure clear, clean displays
was an essential part of the stand’s equipment.

QED produced new easier-to-assemble displays with portable lighting, as shown
here in the 1998 YAF in Doncaster Racecourse.

It was also in 1998 that the Queen and Duke opened the Blue Planet public
aquarium in Ellesmere Port. I made sure an Aquarian Stand was there for them.

The clubs often really appreciated the support we gave them, here at yet another
Yorkshire Club show we were presented with a gift of a Lladro ornament because
they discovered it was our wedding anniversary.

Eventually the Millennium arrived and so Aquarian celebrated its 25th birthday …

Here is a special Aquarian Stand designed by QED, with myself and Ray Kingfish
Lucas (the American aquatic expert) at a celebration dinner in year 2000.

These stands were then used at Birmingham NEC Trade Shows in 2001,2 & 3.

And Modified for use at Club shows and lectures …

Visit to a Bradford & District Aquarium Society meeting in 2004.
Or the Bracklesham Bay meeting of FBAS, also 2004 …

A year later – another visit to Bracklesham Bay Holiday Centre where FBAS hold
their annual ‘Fishkeeping Weekend’ Show. Lots of visitors to receive Guides …

Another year later and my Aquarian Stand had a nostalgic display of Atlantis
Equipment – FBAS 2006.

In 2003 the Mars Fishcare Group acquired America’s API and France’s Rena so the
Aquarian Stand now included their products – this was yet another Bracklesham Bay
Festival (2006).

When FBAS moved their annual show to the London venue of Hounslow Urban
Farm, next to Heathrow Airport, in 2012, Mars Fishcare decided to have a special
Stand attended by myself and Dr Peter Burgess and Dr Donna Snelgrove (from Mars
Waltham Centre for Pet Nutrition). The Aquarian Stand has become the Mars
Fishcare Stand!

The Mars Fishcare Stand is now used at the Trade Shows – such as this Pet Trade
one in Harrogate 2013 by Mars Fishcare Associates.

Whereas I use the Aquarian Data to advertise my Aquatic Services

My information stands at the FBAS Festival Weekend, Hounslow 2012.

The original Aquarian Stand was also used at the FBAS Show in 2013, with Dr Peter
Burgess advising … I was then a visitor!

At the Club Shows, which I still visit, the Aquarian Data is used to make my own
Aquarian Stand …

… and supply product via Mars Fishcare as prizes to the Club Show winners …

So, I exchanged the Aquarian Stand for the
Practical Fishkeeping one because I visit the
Fish Shows and write them up for the
magazine’s website.
Hence it is the end of an era for the
exclusively Aquarian Stand.
It performed from 1976 to 2016, giving 40
years of devotion. Also success, because
Aquarian® remains the best-selling Fish
Food in the United Kingdom.
Simply because it is the best.

